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The Hole in one Policy only applies to play on a regulation golf course (no par 3 
courses)  
 
 

Member Insurance  

 
Mandatory charge for the following member categories:  

 Active 

 Active Associate  

 Intermediate Active 

 Senior Active 

 Waitlist  
 

Optional charge: 
 

 Non-Resident 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Members are charged $15.00 as required to keep the hole in one account at an appropriate 
level.  A portion of this charge is put aside to fund a year end gift when all Hole in One gifts 
are recognized.   

When a member scores a hole in one, the bar is informed and all Active members and 
golfing guests are allowed one drink for the remainder of the day in Macan’s lounge to be 
charged against the hole in one account. Drinks to be consumed on Club property. Drinks 
will be served once the person who got the hole in one has finished their round. 

The member scoring the hole in one is given a “Bottle of choice from the selected list 
provided by the F&B Manager” to a maximum value of $100.00, also charged against the 
hole in one account. The hole in one celebration must take place on the day of the hole in 
one. Any player scoring a hole in one must be accompanied by at least one other player who 
will verify the score card. Any hole in one scored when playing alone will not be recognized. 
A hole in one must be made on a regulation green, any hole in one made to a temporary 
green or temporary pin is not considered an official hole in one.   
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Member at Away Course 

If a VGC member scores a hole in one at a different golf course they may spend up to $250. 
A receipt must be returned to the office within one month and their club account will be 
credited accordingly, again that amount is charged against the hole in one account. The 
member should provide an attested scorecard from their round.  

 

Junior Member 

A Junior VGC member scoring a hole in one will be given a soft drink for themselves and 
their playing partners, charged against the hole in one account.  Other members are not 
entitled to any alcoholic drinks. 
 

Professional or Management Staff 
 
If a member of the Professional staff or the Management staff scores a hole in one at VGC 
the one free drink rule applies for members - the Professional and Management staff do not 
receive a “Bottle of their choice” or a Hole in On Gift. 
 

Non Member/Guest 
 
A non member / guest scoring a hole in one at VGC is presented with a special gift from 
the Pro Shop - this is also charged against the hole in one account.  Only their group is 
entitled to a celebratory drink.  
 

Double Eagles or First Time Age Shooters  
 
This Policy applies equally to any member scoring a double eagle or “Shooting their age” for 
the first time at the Victoria GC. Please note that “Shooting one’s age” is only recognized 
when playing from 18 regular tees to 18 regular greens. 
 
 
The Pro Shop is responsible to update and post the hole in one details when the member 
coms in off the course. The Pro Shop is responsible to order the Hole in One Gift (approx. 
$50.00) this is also charged against the hole in one account. The gift is normally ordered by 
the Pro Shop at the end of the year. Gifts are distributed early the following year. 
 
 

Match & Handicap Committee 


